
 

FlashVote helps you make a difference in your community

Survey Results: Strategic Planning

 Survey Info - This survey was sent on behalf of the City of Citrus Heights to the FlashVote community for Citrus Heights,

CA.

These FlashVote results are shared with local officials

449
Total

Participants

446 of 695 initially invited (64%)

3 others

Margin of error: ± 5%

Applied Filter:

All Responses

Participants for

filter:

449

Started:

May 3, 2021 11:09am PDT

Ended:

May 5, 2021 11:08am PDT

Target Participants:

All Citrus Heights

Q1 Since becoming a City in 1997, Citrus Heights has done strategic planning each year to

prioritize policies, programs, and services for the coming year. The result is an updated set

of goals and objectives which make up the Strategic Plan.

Prior to reading this, which of the following best describes your awareness of the City’s

Strategic Plan and planning process?

(444 responses)

Q2 The City Council has set the following five goals for the city government on behalf of the

public. 

Which of these do you think are most important, if any? (You can choose up to THREE)

(408 responses)
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Not Aware - I didn’t really know anything about it 21.8% (97)

Somewhat Aware - I’d heard about some planning activities but didn’t know what came out of them 44.4% (197)

Aware – I’d heard about some strategic planning activities and about the goal setting results 28.6% (127)

Very Aware – I participated in the planning process or read through the current goals and objectives 4.5% (20)

Not Sure 0.7% (3)

Options Votes (408)

https://www.flashvote.com/
https://www.citrusheights.net/
https://www.flashvote.com/users/sign_in
https://www.flashvote.com/users/sign_up


Ban the City Council, Dissolve cityhood

2) Infrastructure, but not alternative modes of transportation. 3) Keep taxes low.

Maintain the roads but do not waste money on public transportation most do not use.

Attempt to address the homeless problem in our area

Meet the community's housing needs

No cuts to our police department!!

Keep the city clean from homeless dumping and littering

Police funding needs to increase

Have more transparency

Stop using debt to pay for projects. Bring back Tingle’s ability to stay out of debt

The homeless population and drug dealer in my neighborhood is an issue.

Improve public spaces (especially streets) to enhance walk ability, and safe, desirable bicycling.

Homeless problem

Maintenance of roads and keeping homeless off the streets
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Maintain and Enhance Fiscal Stability 72.3% (295)

Maintain Public Infrastructure and Enhance Alternative Modes of Transportation 49.8% (203)

Diversify for a Resilient Economy 28.4% (116)

Sustain and Preserve Public Safety 75.2% (307)

Enhance Community Vibrancy and Engagement 31.9% (130)

None of these are that important 0.5% (2)

Other: 13.2% (54)



This is part of community vibrancy and engagement specifically relating to homeless and trash!!!

fix our streets!! Madison Ave is full of bumps, etc.

Get the homeless off of our streets

Reduce automobile dependence -- traffic calming, reduced parking, narrower lanes, etc.

GET HOMELESS OUT OF CITRUS HEIGHTS

Address the growing homeless problem.

Address the increasing homeless population

First two ?’s I was scrolling up and question 1and 2

Get the homeless out of our city. They are causing blight.

Racial, Ethnic, and Social Justice

Do something about the transient population trashing our city

Fix the decaying roads in neighborhoods

Deal with homelessness!

Repave Auburn, Greenback, Madison.

Really deal with the homeless problem and clean up our city. I can’t believe that isn’t even listed

Remove homeless and their encampments.

Find solutions for homelessness in our community.

replace reserve fund improperly used to pay for city hall so that no more employee limitations occu

The City's Police Department is a problem. There is way too much corruption with the department.

Lower costs of city government. I think salaries and benefits are too costly.

Improve Infrastructure, like roads, and parks.

Homelessness

Assist our homeless neighbors

Deal with our homeless problem (they think they own this city ) improve police knowledge .....

Fix the roads! Cut back on police spending.

Address the homeless problem by giving them an appropriate place to go.

Public safety - continue excellent work against encroachment of gangs and homeless

Roads and development (Sunrise Mall, etc.)

Fix the streets they are deplorable.

Bring in new businesses. Upgrade Sunrise Mall

Clean up the homeless mess that seems to be getting worse by the minute

Maintain green spaces

These goals are too vague and don’t mean very much.

RESURFACE OF ROADWAYS, THE STREETS IN CH ARE REALLY BAD

Do SOMETHING about racial inequity....beginning in elementary and preschool

FIX THE ROADS!

Maintain public infrastructure but not interested in alternative forms of transportation

Better police funding & security / addressing gang & criminal activity proactively

Sunrise Mall plan

Park’s maintenance and enhancement



Q3 One of the goals is to “Enhance Community Vibrancy and Engagement”. 

Which of the following are TRUE for you, if any? (Choose all that apply)

(407 responses)

Please continue to improve communication. It is good...but need more.

I feel like the city should do a better job of communicating with public outside of social media

The City Council needs to more transparent

Great rid of the homeless blight

Stop debt managing projects. We either have the money for projects or we don’t

Public safety and the increasing homeless population is an issue

I would like City residents to be able to give more direct feedback to City leaders.

I love our City's Law Enforcement; they are always there for us & get no (or not enough) praise

In some cases the city does well with outreach and some activities aren’t shared at all.

Planning (higher density, mixed use, better pedestrian life) don't match development.

They used to listen to the people; now only Bret Daniels does.
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I feel like I don’t know much about what our City government is doing 41.3% (168)

I feel like I know a lot about what our City government is doing 13.3% (54)

I feel like the City does a good job of trying to figure out what the public wants 30.7% (125)

I feel like the City does NOT do a good job of trying to figure out what the public wants 17.7% (72)

I feel like the City does a good job of serving the public as a whole 39.8% (162)

I feel like the City does NOT do a good job of serving the public as a whole 11.3% (46)

Other: 5.9% (24)



I feel like they make an attempt to see what city citizens want & then do whatever they want instea

We need better response and visible results on how homelessness is affecting residents/ taxpayers.

the city is trying but results are only fair, not good

The City's Police Department needs oversight. They are out of control and dishonest.

Homelessness continues to be a huge issue

The richer you are, the better the city serves you.

I need to know more about recent successes

The city sees and hears what it want to hear.

I do not recall seeing any signs of "Enhancement of Community Vibrancy and Engagement.

I feel like the city does a pretty good job but we need more restaurants and sunrise mall fixed

The job of government is to provide safety and well maintained public services for its residents.

I used to use the app but it wasn’t useful.

Q4 Any other comments or suggestions about plans and goals for the city?

(137 responses)

How the City plans to spend „stimulus” funds that will be received from the federal government?

Hope you go bankrupt

I’d like the City to keep us better updated on the Sunrise Mall project.

I feel one of the most important services is public safety...and I have the utmost confidence in our police dept. Please, do not

"defund"! Thanks guys and gals.

Slow the traffic down. Speed cameras on busy streets.

Maintain the police force.

Need a central homeless camp

Keep up good job improving the streets and bringing in businesses, while maintaining reasonable (low) taxes. Make Citrus

Heights a Covid "mandate-free" vaccine and passport zone. These should never be mandated by government or businesses.

I have no faith in or respect for three of the current Council members.

We are 40 year CH residents and keep informed of what is happening in our City...the City has reached out to our family and

neighborhood to ask what is important to us (this survey is an example!) I make it a point to know our City Council and City

leaders and keep informed of what is going on. We have all experienced the 2020 "hit..." and understand our financial

situation is challenging. We believe our City Manager and Council is fiscally responsible for managing our funds, and

appreciate them keeping us informed. Had Measure M passed, our City would be better off, however I trust our leaders to

manage our money and keep us going in the right direction. Thank you!!

Make sure there is accountability for bad actors in the police department— no Derek Chauvins.

Listen to the people in Citrus Heights. The City Manager makes far too much money for his position. You need to look at what

city employees are paid and make adjustments there before cutting the police force.

Please take action on the homeless camps that are taking over the city. It is detracting people away from wanting to come to

Citrus Heights and utilize the retail that Citrus Heights has to offer. It is hurting out businesses and the families in the
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neighborhoods.

Crime is going up and making cuts to our police is going to destroy our community.

We have lived here only one year, and that during Covid, so I know little about Citrus Heights. I hope to learn more in the

future. So far, we are very pleased by our choice of retirement location. VERY sorry about the loss of multiple police officers,

though. Hence my vote for financial stability. thank you for asking

Please do something with sunrise mall, we need a bowling alley and movie theater in that area also, more things for

families!!! make it like Folsom Palladio please!!

I'd like to know what the city's plans are in regard to the way it responds to situations involving mental health and non violent

drug offenses.

The City council cannot be the end all. They seem to have TOO much control over the budget. The population needs to have

more say in the matter

none

Individualize goals so we can reach them

If Granite Bay can manage to have zero drug addicted homeless laying around then we better solve that problem with the

same energy as they do.

A quarterly mailer to city residents would be a great transparent effort to show the citizens what the city government is

doing.

San Juan, Winding Way and VanMaren need re-paving. How can we assure funding of maintenance?

Homelessness is a huge issue that needs to be addressed.

We definitely need to diversify for a more sustainable economy. For example, WHY are there no hotels in Citrus Heights? And

why are almost all the restaurants chains? I'd like to see a couple of nice hotels/motels available in my town for when friends

and family visit. And I'd like some restaurant choices other than big "factory food" chains or very small "mom and pop" ethnic

(Chinese, Mexican for example) restaurants. Folsom and Roseville both have good, locally-owned restaurants that cater to

"foodies", why not Citrus Heights? We can and should do more to welcome such businesses!

Enhance community spirit by recognising and celebrating individual contributions. e.g. a beautiful front yard competition.. a

homemade tamales competition.. a Christmas lights competition.. something to get in the news each month. Thank you.

Better clean up of city streets and areas. Homeless are everywhere and there is trash constantly around my neighborhood

and community. The off and in Ramp at antelope is unkempt all the time.

We don't have the schools to educate all the kids that will be arriving with the new housing developments. Traffic is already

'tight'. And these new tracts don't allow street parking, yet public transportation is abysmal (and impractical for young

families). C.H. is deteriorating, and the 'old-folks' making decisions about it's future need to bring in the true future (young

adults/parents) to discuss a REAL plan for the city going forward. Right now, its aging and dying - might as well call the whole

thing "Sylvan Cemetery"

If the government caress they would address homeless and transient issues

Need to keep living n the city affordable

Pay off city debt as soon as possible, and get control of the untenable homeless situation

I find it difficult to comprehend why the City spends so much on new buildings, or why roads have to be torn up time and time

again, then left with ruts and potholes. Drive around Citrus Heights and then notice how the roads change (for the better) the

minute you leave our city limits. And why are we building new housing when we have to cut back on police? I think the public

will be paying the price for the decision made by a small handful of people.

N/A

Repair or replace parts of sidewalks that are cracked and or broken.

Financial stability requires that the projections for city finances should be run out at least a century. Building new

infrastructure creates new maintenance liabilities in the future that are not budgeted. Narrower streets and fewer lanes save

money. (Also make for slower, safer, quieter streets.) Increase property values by allowing increased density. We're a good

city to add fiber internet -- high population, low city area. Fewer armed police and more community service.

Any interest in sidewalks for some of our older streets?

Citrus Heights would benefit from a 3 star hotel. Our out of town family goes to Roseville or Rancho Cordova to find a

reasonable priced, safe and clean hotel.

I’m aware that the city put in traffic circles on woodmore oaks and removed them a week later. I think whoever is in charge of

making these decisions is poorly informed of what the city needs. In addition they squandered the funds and to this day I’m

unaware if anyone was held responsible for wasting money in this manner



More frequent electronic communication with citizenry about city initiatives under consideration, etc. The only thing we feel

informed about is about road closures and maintenance. For instance, updates on what is happening with the re-imaging of

the Sunrise Mall; what is happening in regard to the growing homeless population in public parks and along road ways; is

there anything to the rumor that the city police budget and number of officers is being frozen and / or cut?; etc.

public safety is number one. The city looks weak and ineffective on its response to the homeless situation.

Sunrise Mall is looking very sad. Are we as a city able to push for progress at the site?

I am sorely dissappointed the city led us into a place of financial hardship with past bad deals. Then try to blame the public

for not increasing taxes. You should have been prepared for this financial hardship, for emergencies. Don't spend money you

don't have.

In general I feel like the majority of the officials have their own agenda and are not looking out for what the public wants or

needs. The scales are tilted too far one direction.

homeless population is a problem. Sunrise Mall breaks my heart.

Encourage adoption of electric vehicles and clean energy.

Having worked for the City of Davis for nearly 30 years, I do understand how complicated management is. Keep up the good

work and listen to what the citizens have concerns about!

Please find ways to fill the 26 police positions. As more criminals are being released we need to show that we are a

community that does not tolerate crime.

Reading many of the social media sites, it's clear the main concerns of Citrus Heights residents are the growing homeless

population and theft in that order. Homeless camps are popping up all over CH, and the homeless are leaving piles of trash

everywhere as well has "hanging out" at local stores, accosting customers. People fear for their safety and that of their

children.

Walkability, affordable, safe housing, and something local that would attract people to come here and spend money. A

waterpark, or some other attraction would be great.

The City Salaries are notorious, city manager makes more than the President. No wonder we are in the red, Our former city

manger Mr. T would turn over in his grave.

Continue road repairs and upkeep. Keep up developing park trail system

I would like to see something done about Sunrise Mall. I know they had community planning meetings but nothing has

actually happened.

I think I’m pretty much like any other resident of Citrus Heights when I say I’d like the drugs and crime cleaned up, and also

the homeless situation we have. I like how the city is renovating and new fancy strip malls are being update and built. I just

want a nice clean city to live in where I feel safe. It’s pretty easy.

More local communication about events and stories would be great.

Would like to see code enforcement back to where it used to be so that our property values are protected

Keep our police force strong, live within our means, and get rid of the homeless

Please tell the people why we seem to be taking away traffic lanes for already heavily congested streets (I'm looking at Old

Auburn and Fair Oaks area) to widen bike paths. And what is the plan for addressing the homeless population? I walk my dog

at Madera park and this morning 2 separate homeless people were asleep with all their stuff spread out at both the tables

and the playground. Trash pickup days are a nightmare in our neighborhood. Tuesday night - Wednesday morning there are

an influx of people on bikes and on foot scouting the neighborhood (not only trash cans, but cars, garages, homes, backyards

etc.) and its gotten worse. I've lived in CH for almost 40 years and its becoming embarrassing and dangerous to live here.

We're on the fast track to becoming the next North Highlands.

Just be decent people and help us where we need it.

We need nicer restaurants and a movie theatre where Sears used to be. Like the Palladio in Folsom. That would bring up

property values and money to the neighborhood.

It is wrong to defund what the police dept needs to maintain the safety of the community

Housing for low income individuals and families.

Is the Sunrise revitalization plan with hotel, office bldg, retail, green space, concerts still going to happen?! Diversity in police

force is VERY important to me. Training in DE-ESCALATION is a MUST

Pay cuts for city council, city management and we would balance our budget. No reason for anyone to get raises at this time

or be making more than the governor of the city of Sacramento

I’ve seen things going on or have noticed after the fact. We don’t have cable or newspaper so don’t know when things are

planed. Flyers would be nice and informative. Thanks for asking for my suggestions.



I really would like to see some attention given to Antelope Rd between 80 and Lauppe Ln. I think there should be new walls

and medians made like that was done on the west side of Antelope Rd. This is the only freeway exit fully within the bounds of

Citrus Heights and that portion looks dreary.

Create a plan to bring large corporations to the city to increase employment opportunities to compete with the City of

Roseville; especially along Auburn Blvd, near the I-80/Roseville border. My husband and I have been waiting for 13 years for

the city to improve Auburn Blvd. Too many empty, ugly buildings and half renovated ones. Rename Auburn Blvd. The name is

negative since people associate it with the Auburn Blvd in Sac that has prostitutes. Maybe a name that has a historical

meaning? Regarding schools - I would like to see a charter school created. Also, the City should take over the schools in CH

frm San Juan Unified and create a Citrus Height Unified School District. The San Juan Unified District is too large. If Citrus

Heights can offer a charter school you will see improved performance by students and teacher and parents will be more

involved, creating a stronger educational community. Also, it would draw people to move to CH since they have more of a

choice for education.

Please address homelessness and encampments.

Support the police

Fix our city streets, their horrible.

Homeless issue continues to plague the area. For example, One guy on Auburn has set up by a chair by a bench and litters

incessantly. He also deficates in public view

We need road repairs. I know funding is complicated, but some of our roads are very seriously damaged. How about requiring

construction firms and utilities that cut into the road repave back to Standard?

Does the city have plans for the homeless?

I'm very proud of our city. Been a homeowner here for 51 years. I particularly proud of the city's efforts to stay fiscally

responsible. Thank you for your efforts and no doubt countless hours.

People know what they want to know. I feel CH does a fairly good job of keeping us informed. If we want more information we,

the public, need to be more engaged in finding the info on city website.

My hope is that defunding the Citrus Heights PD won't be a thing. I would like to see the Mall area upgraded and the city as a

whole safe and clean like it used to be.

I am especially impressed with the City's plans to increase green space and enjoyment of residents. Would like to see less big

box and more small business promotion and support. Sunrise Mall needs re-thinking. Miss the entertainment venues there.

I'd like to know when the city is planning on removing the mask mandate.

none

I think city leadership is doing a good job. Could better be done? Of course but, overall, leadership is doing very well. It is a

shame the citizens could not see their way clear to support city leadership with increased funding... that will set us back...

Recreational cannabis dispensaries are a large source of tax income.

What are our goals

What could be done with the property adjourned to city hall. Help with financial income.

The city needs to focus on separating commercial properties from residential. Several streets have problems with cars cutting

through at lethal speeds to avoid street lights and other traffic.

More bike trails as an alternative to cars, rejuvenate Auburn blvd by transitioning away from industrial to community oriented

businesses such as restaurants, entertainment, education, retail, and community gardens. Create a safer and more pleasant

atmosphere at parks and on local streets by better low income housing and homeless shelter opportunities- it is a problem for

this city to have so many transients with carts full of stuff on every block.

Continue working with the homeless, cleaning up the blighted areas, in some areas, out of control

The police force should be added to not made smaller.

The Citrus Heights Police Department is dishonest, corrupt, and the narcotics unit is involved in Criminal activity. The

Sergeant of Narcotics in involved in drug trafficking as well as other officers in the department. They fabricate cases and lie

on police reports. Sergeant Joe Aguilar is delaying drugs with an undercover officer he has out here, the undercover cop is

using the pseudonym, Mandee Andrew, her real name is Nicole Rizzi. Nicole Rizzi is an ex-undercover Washington, DC MPD

officer who was fired from that department in 2013 for blowing her own cover. After Nicole Rizzi was fired from Washington,

DC MPD she came to Citrus Heights and got a job working undercover in Narcotics. She is currently living in the Auburn Vista

Mobile Home Park under the name, Mandee Andree and she is trafficking and using major meth and heroin. She is part of a

huge drug trafficking operation in Citrus Heights. The mobile home park is the main hub of the narcotics in this City. Read

google reviews.

We should have better activities/venues for our teens along with better transportation for school and indeoendence

Keep up the good work!



We need to keep our LEO family funded. If Citrus Heights isn't protected why would anyone move, live, or spend money here.

The roads in Citrus Heights are in disrepair. I hope there after plans to rectify this situation in there very near future.

Let's still help the homeless

How are we going to boost business (tax revenue), increase education quality of elementary schools, and keep the

neighborhoods safe for everyone?

no Just keep us safe. Keep our city clean. And I know we have programs that work with the homeless vet.

Goals I think are important for the City: Resurfacing roads, police training in alternate means of situation control, and

renegotiating the tax sharing with the County of Sacramento. Sales tax revenue seems to be keeping the City barely alive. I

also believe Homeless is an issue, but a regional approach has to be developed.

Homelessness is still a BIG ISSUE

I would like to see the HART Program enhanced and expanded to include providing actual housing assistance.

Stop wasting money building new city halls (oh too late), stop filling in every nook and cranny with apartments and houses on

postage stamp lots, try to draw in businesses to the empty strip malls and storefronts, deal with the homeless, clean up the

parks, and repave the streets....

Make some of the dead space we have useful.

A robust PD, a fiscally sound budget, aid to those who truly need it, and fair housing development for all; all with the least

amount of government interference as possible. This is how America was always meant to "operate." Keep it simple.

Thanks for the opportunity to provide feedback.

Homelessness and trash associated with the homeless needs to be addresses

We are in a dire situation from the excessive spending that has gone on the past few years. I remember when I was proud

that we were the only city in the black when many were trying to go through bankruptcy. It is sad we have to now lay off/cut

police when the city's crime is getting worst and you know you cannot call the cops on things they would have previously

came out for. It is making a lot of us long time residents look to see if this is a city where we want to continue to live.

Bret Daniels needs to stop being an obstacle and actual try to help someone for once.

Residents need to be more aware of the end of the 25 year property tax payments to Sacramento County. The addition of that

much annual revenue into the city should be discussed in greater detail. Anecdotally, many residents do not seem to know

anything about it. The city should be more transparent with this and perhaps have town halls where we discuss uses for the

extra revenue.

The City has historically taken a defensive approach to public safety and community enhancement. If the City makes and

environment where restaurants and businesses want to come here, then the economy will grow and the tax rolls will increase.

I believe the public safety budget has been much more than need be and that money should have been used on enhancing

the City.

I want to city to make a public statement that Citrus Heights stands for and totally behind our police department.!!! I want

the city to deal with the homeless problem! It has gotten out of hand! I can no longer allow my 14 year old granddaughter to

walk to the store alone because of the homeless problem!!!! The main reason we became a city was for safety!! Now it has

become unsafe for our children to walk the streets !!! Time for the city to step up and get behind our police officers!!!!!

Help people improve their landscaping to improve the looks of neighborhoods. There is so much ugly.

This city definitely needs to pursue a major sales tax generator. When we lost the Sunrise Mall our city began the downturn.

Up to that time, the city did a fabulous job of planning revenues and managing the budget.

There should be a goal to lower the homeless population in our city. Not sure how to make it happen but it would help us to

be a more pleasant city to live in.

Overall great job running the city. If possible keep Sunrise Mall from dying. Nice recent tenant "Green Acres." Feel CH is too

small to worry about "alternative transportation." We have Uber and much transport need would be to destination out of CH.

Our safety and no crime is important. Then the city's looks and enhancements come in. Planting more trees may be a good

idea .

The City hung its revenue hat on the Mall which is all but empty and producing very little in the way of income. Time for the

City to clean up the budget and reduce expenditures now. Forget about "feel good" stuff and focus on crime prevention,

adequate police resources, and repairing our lousy streets.

I hope that Sunrise Mall turns into something of value for all ages. it can and should be as appealing as Folsom's Palladio

Homelessness solutions should’ve priority. Not only are these human beings, our community looks worse for it.

CHPD is a very valuable service to this community. Fire and First Responders are a must. Develop a current/relevant

commerce zone like the malls use to be



Not pleased about vote to reduce Police Budget.

With all the open building I have been seeing lately, I think it would be nice to have stores/resturants opened up that we

currently have to drive to Roseville or Folsom for. Such as, Total Wine, Nothing Bundt Cakes, Buybuy Baby, PF Changs, Pete's

Brew House etc. I feel like these would help not only bring people to Citrus Heights but also keep the locals here. Spending

our money here in our city not in Roseville or Folsom.

Sidewalks and streetlights in all neighborhoods. More patrols on Oak Ave and other streets where street racing is a problem.

I like that city is becoming more walking and biking friendly!

I would love to see the homeless situation taken care of so our streets are clean and safe. It seems to only be getting worse.

Include in the City strategic plan projects that develop Citrus Heights as a community. Where residents assist with the design

of such projects. This will encourage diversity within the community. Slow down on bringing in eating places. We know you are

looking for ways to build revenue but it appears the City council is begging for money with all the restaurants, fast food

places and everything in between. Allow the residents and various communities to devise ways to target areas of need. Doing

so educates others through awareness and personal engagement.

I would love to hear what plans/goals the city has for addressing our homeless problem.

Keep as many oaks and green space as possible. Engage in creek and oak woodland restoration. Enforce tree ordinance and

avoidance and minimization requirements

Not happy you tried to raise sales tax! Happy it didn't pass however

PLEASE MAINTAIN OUR POLICE AND FIRE DEPARTMENTS, CUTS CAN BE MADE IN OTHER GOVERNMENT JOBS.

Concerned about the reduction in funding of our police.

Social justice and equality are important issues. What steps the city taking on these issues?

I'm concerned about the rise in crime in recent years. Especially now as the city looks to cut funding for our Police. Best long

term goal for CH is to lower crime. Make our city more desirable to attract new developments and home buyers who want to

fix up and remodel some of these older homes. In return increasing CH income from property tax

Security & Gentrification are huge to the community & addressing w/ planning & action to help gentrification & public safety

as our city rises. Stable infrastructure

I appreciated the meeting and flash vote follow-up on the Sunrise Mall, but I've lost track of it.

We have a brand new community center, but no activities that I know about going on there. As a senior, I go to Folsom

Community center Orangevale Community Center and downtown to the Hart Center. What activities do Citrus Heights provide

for seniors, because I’m using the neighboring communities?

High density housing would be a great idea

All city council and commission meetings should utilize online presentation going forward.

I would like for the homeless to clean up after themselves. Maybe our city can figure out a way to help them.

You have given up quality of life in favor of quantity of life -- with more housing, especially in key locations that should remain

as a potential for an economic base. CH does NOT need higher population with increased traffic and increased demand for

services that cannot be funded or services stretched so far that it diminishes quality. You have changed active public

participation to one off online, social media, next-door, e-this and e-that -- instead of good old face to face meetings and input

(covid notwithstanding -- but restrictions will end -- what will you all do?). The salaried are excessive - especially for executive

staff and I believe morale is at an all time low. You gerrymandered your elction divisions instead of keeping "communities of

interest" together. You ahve lost sight of everything the cityhood founders promised.
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